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Abstract 

This article is part of a larger study exploring global patterns of security 

education, in order to enhance the collaborative pursuit of security by the majority of 

the world’s countries. We draw on interviews at multinational training events, site 

visits and open sources. Here we describe general patterns of police, gendarme and 

military education in Africa, with particular attention to university-like institutions. 

This leads us to focus on mid-career military staff colleges as the most likely venues 

for building communities of educated professionals to enhance security. We identify 

states in each region with the greatest potential to play a leading role in the 

development of knowledge addressing new security challenges. South Africa, 

Nigeria and Kenya have obvious educational potential. Good governance and 

national policies are more important than size and wealth, and this suggests that 

smaller states like Senegal and Botswana could make important contributions. 

Mechanisms contributing to regional security communities include the African 

Peace and Security Architecture, career incentives, innovation, and regional training 

centres. Understanding the patterns of security education lays the groundwork to 

understand innovation, diffusion and the influence of the content of security of 

education. 

Introduction 

Africa’s continuing insecurities are an indictment of security professionals. 

We really do not understand much about enhancing human security, national 

security and international security, even when we know how to plan brigade and 

division operations. Conventional operations seem increasingly disconnected from 

emerging threats like survival migration, climate change and radicalisation that 

disregard borders. Dambisa Moyo makes the 

case in her book, Dead aid, that billions in 

development aid have done little good and 

much harm.1 The same case might be made for 

military spending and perhaps foreign security 
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education. Graduates of Sandhurst and Leavenworth, after all, have sometimes 

become predatory military heads of state.2 However, Africa may be moving beyond 

these problems towards focused efforts to prepare leaders who will improve 

security. If knowledge of development and conflict has been isolated in the past,3 

where might it be understood and taught effectively in the future? What are the 

patterns of security education in Africa, and how can these be used to support the 

development of regional security communities that meet national and human needs? 

By examining broad patterns of security education in sub-Saharan Africa, we 

conclude that focusing cooperative efforts on mid-career officer education will 

probably reap the largest rewards for security in the broadest sense. However, this is 

not a prescription for foreign education; it is a call for African institutions to 

continue to lead the way to their own solutions.  

Our work focuses on the preparation of officers and leaders in the command 

structure of security forces, because this is the group from which professional 

expertise is drawn to meet security challenges. These are the leaders who construct 

ideas about what must be secured, and against which threats.4 We consider all 

uniformed security forces – police, paramilitary or gendarme, military and ancillary 

services. In the majority of the world’s states,5 the responsibilities of the uniformed 

security forces overlap and converge. This becomes more pronounced as we focus 

on emerging threats and small countries. We can describe the broad patterns of 

professional preparation for leaders at entry level, at mid-career and for senior 

officers, but we cannot yet describe detailed course content or the effect of such 

content in individual countries.  

Professional preparation inevitably includes socialisation, training and 

education in varying combinations. Socialisation is the inculcation of values, 

attitudes and beliefs.6 Training is the transfer of accepted knowledge, skills and 

competencies.7 We are mostly interested in education, because it is the cultivation of 

understanding, of habits of mind including critical thinking, and of problem-solving 

capacity. Socialisation, education and training always proceed together. An act as 

simple as teaching small arms safety to recruits includes all three elements, where 

the repetitive drill is training, the habit of respect for the instructor is socialisation, 

and the critical understanding of the danger of weapons entails education.  

Military sociologist Giuseppe Caforio examined European military officer 

education through the lens of the secondary socialisation that occurs through 

selection and education of officers.8 We start by asking whether an institution has 

the capacity to provide higher education as the Bologna process defines it: is a 

police academy or staff college ‘university-like’? The Bologna process seeks to 

harmonise higher education standards, including three- or four-year first degrees, 
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followed by one- or two-year master’s degrees. Quality assurance focuses on 

institutional governance, external evaluation and accreditation of institutions, expert 

instruction demonstrated by research and publications, and freedom of enquiry. We 

used the Bologna criteria to compare university-like institutions responsible for 

higher education of security leaders.9 

The information about African security institutions responsible for higher 

education has been collected along several tracks as part of a continuing global 

comparative study of security education. Open source data collection gives us an 

incomplete glimpse of the curriculum and its context for institutions with an 

international profile. Direct approaches yielded slim results.10 The most fruitful 

sources of information have been participants in multinational short courses held in 

Gaborone in December 2011: 46 interviews were conducted with officers from 18 

countries and 16 institutions. More than 60 additional interviews were conducted at 

subsequent training events in August 2012 (Rio de Janeiro) and January 2014 

(Sentul and Jakarta, Indonesia).11 These were followed up with mail and telephone 

communications, collection of texts and secondary sources. A web site was 

established in November 2013 to expand the collaborative sharing of curricular 

materials.12 Both the web site and individual interviews are based on the principle 

that individual contributors will not be identified, ensuring k-anonymity once 

enough participants are secured from any given country or institution cited.13 

 

We are particularly interested in the emergence of regional security 

communities. These consist of states that cooperate to solve common threats – states 

that are unlikely to use force against each other. The Copenhagen school developed 

the theory of the international system as a social construction.14 This is important for 

the evolution of security, because social constructions evolve, playing a role in 

accelerating or reducing violence, within and between states. The long-term decline 

in violence is enhanced by the state’s monopoly of force and by changing social 

conventions, which reduce incentives for interpersonal violence.15 State forces can 

inflict violence on their own populations,16 but can also help reduce deaths from war 

and organised violence through peacekeeping and humanitarian missions.17  

Education (along with socialisation and training) shapes the security leaders 

who construct these alternatives within and between states. Military and police 

leaders should understand the political, social and economic causes and correlates of 

violence, if they are to manage it. We believe that military institutions with the 

characteristics of universities play an important role in this process, because they can 

generate, preserve and transmit new knowledge for professionals. 
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Patterns of security education 

We can describe how security education is delivered, based on secondary 

sources and institutional descriptions, augmented by interviews with people who 

know the institutions in question. Conceptually, police, gendarme and military 

organisations can be seen as a continuum of forces providing for security. In 

practice, they are institutionally distinct and often compete for resources.  

There are general patterns of security education evident around the world. 

These sometimes reflect colonial influences, so we sometimes read of British, 

French, American or Russian models, or a Latin-American pattern.18 However, we 

can also find a great variety in the adoption and evolution of indigenous models, 

particularly in smaller countries. Entry-level institutions tend to focus on 

socialisation and training rather than on education. Mid-career institutions broaden 

the education and competence of security leaders, and senior officer courses tend to 

focus on strategic and political implications.19 This progression distinguishes 

military and police from professions like medicine, engineering and law. Other 

professions begin with a common body of knowledge, and progress towards greater 

specialisation. Military and police professionals begin with specialisation, and 

progress towards a more general understanding of the profession: leaders are first 

inducted into the specialised tribes of urban police, border police, infantry, artillery, 

navy or air force, and only begin to integrate those specialties as they progress 

through command and staff colleges to senior ranks.  

University education is important, because it implies sustained study (three 

or four years of mature learning) to develop critical thinking and analytical 

competence within an academic discipline. It is in the upper years of a first degree 

that students demonstrate the capacity for self-directed learning, and in a second 

degree, they progress to the generation of new knowledge based on mastery of 

sources and methods.20 Most second degrees imply greater specialisation within a 

discipline, but professional degrees – like a Master of Business Administration 

(MBA) or the Master of Defence Studies (MDS) at the Canadian Forces College – 

build a capacity for teamwork and for combination of specialised knowledge.  

Based on our global data set (193 countries and about 600 institutions), 

about 20 per cent of military institutions at entry, mid-career or senior officer level 

offer degrees or approach being university-like according to the Bologna criteria.21 

We have not attempted to catalogue the many specialised training centres, bases or 

posts offering technical qualifications to junior or non-commissioned officers. This 

compares to about 13 per cent of gendarme establishments (mostly in the former 

Republics of the Soviet Union) and just 7 per cent of police colleges.22 This ratio 
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does not indicate the number of officers with degrees, because many receive 

education at civilian universities. Nevertheless, it is indicative of the number of 

institutions with the capacity to generate knowledge within each of the security 

professions at a global level. In the five regions Buzan and Waever identify in 

Africa,23 we found no police or gendarme institutions that approximated universities, 

and only six military institutions, or about 14 per cent of the total. 

Military and police institutions of higher learning usually mix uniformed and 

civilian faculty members. Many of the uniformed faculty are rotated at short 

intervals, spending only two or three years in teaching positions before moving on to 

command or staff jobs. Their qualification to teach rests on their recent experience, 

rather than higher education, research or publications. Even civilian faculty, 

frequently retired officers, may be limited to short contracts, in contrast to civilian 

universities where they might hold tenure. The result is that few faculty members 

have both professional expertise and the benefit of original research and publication 

in their field. The situation contrasts with medicine, law and engineering schools, in 

which faculty are expected to publish and practice.24 This is true in most security 

education institutions, although there is evidence that it may be changing as more 

academies and staff colleges seek university accreditation.25  

Having noted these general patterns, we can now discuss the patterns 

specific to police, gendarme and military education in Africa south of the Sahara. 

Police are typically recruited after secondary education, although some 

countries require post-secondary degrees or certificates for aspirants to police 

leadership.26 At entry level, there are fewer police than military specialties, so police 

education tends to be more consistent, with a foundation of law, administration and 

criminology (or sociology) in most police colleges. Police higher education, distinct 

from training, is usually at civilian universities, while training and socialisation after 

induction are often divided into a series of short courses.27 Police staff colleges are 

less universal than military staff colleges. However, even quite small countries have 

their own police training centres for the rank and file.28  

Formed police units for crowd control or border security may be part of the 

same organisation as regular urban or national police forces. This is the norm for 

former British colonies. Francophone African countries often have gendarmeries – 

paramilitary organisations with additional responsibilities for territorial control, 

route security and support to national armed forces.29 

Gendarmes normally have their own schools at entry level, but their leaders 

typically take mid-career education in police or military staff colleges, and in the 

École nationale à vocation régionale (regionally based vocational school) sponsored 
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by France in Senegal.30 Nigeria and Senegal have emerged as major providers of 

formed police units, but there remain critical skills shortages and basic deficiencies 

in planning to maintain order and rule of law.31 

Military leaders are usually recruited and developed separately from the rank 

and file. Military education may involve an initial degree (based on the West Point 

model) or some classroom learning in a short course (based on the Sandhurst or St 

Cyr models).32 A growing number of countries require or encourage university 

degrees for military officers. Officers are typically educated in successive stages, 

each involving socialisation, training and education. Socialisation and training 

typically predominate in the first stage, leading to a junior officer’s commission and 

sometimes a degree shortly after entry. Mid-career staff colleges concentrate on 

technical competence in command and staff positions. Many countries divide this 

between junior staff college for captains and senior staff college for majors. Senior 

officers (colonels and generals) may attend national defence colleges to prepare 

them for strategic leadership, often with civilian and foreign participants.33  

Entry-level programmes for officers in Africa concentrate on training and 

socialisation with only three exceptions – Nigeria, South Africa and Kenya. Other 

officer candidate schools require classroom work that reflects critical thinking and 

development of judgement, but falls short of the Bologna criteria. Cadets at 

Botswana’s Paje Officer Academy, for example, are assigned reading assignments 

and they prepare book reviews.34 As with most police and gendarme education, the 

course duration of less than 12 months is too short to meet the Bologna criteria, and 

instructors are not scholars. Junior staff colleges aimed at captains likewise train for 

competence in core military skills, and courses generally range from three to six 

months in length.35  

The Nigerian Defence Academy in Kaduna, the South African Military 

Academy in Saldanha Bay, and the Kenyan Military Academy in Nakuru are the 

exceptions. They offer undergraduate degrees and commissions to junior officers. 

The Nigerian Defence Academy has military and civilian instructors. Qualified 

civilian instructors teach academic courses in three faculties: arts and social 

sciences, sciences, and engineering. Uniformed instructors teach military courses, 

some of which receive academic credit. For example, aspiring air force officer 

cadets may earn credit towards a science degree for a course on the physics of flight, 

but those in a history programme will learn the essentials without academic credit. 

In 2004, the Nigerian Defence Academy added a postgraduate school, expanding it 

in 2009 as an integrated postgraduate campus. The Nigerian National Universities 

Commission accredited its programmes in 2012.36  
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While Nigeria’s Defence Academy is autonomous, South Africa’s Saldanha 

Bay and Kenya’s Military Academy have partnered with civilian universities to 

provide the accredited content for undergraduate degrees. After experimenting with 

the West Point model, the South African Military Academy was established on the 

tri-service model of the Indian National Defence Academy. The partnership with the 

University of Stellenbosch dates from 1956, with the Academy achieving faculty 

status within the university in 1961.37 The Kenyan Military Academy (KMA) was 

established in 2008, and initially offered short courses for officers based on the 

Sandhurst model.38 Since 2010, the KMA has offered a 36-month programme for 

general service officers, culminating in a commission and a bachelor of science in 

military studies from Kenyatta University. The new connection with the Kenyatta 

University Institute of Peace and Security Studies reinforces other Kenyatta 

programmes in Security Management and Police Studies, and in Forensic Science 

and Criminal Investigation.39  

Although only three entry-level military academies offer degree 

programmes, the move towards more rigorous education in mid-career staff courses 

is raising awareness of and demand for university education amongst officers. To 

meet the Bologna criteria, the coveted master’s qualification at mid-career requires a 

prior undergraduate degree. If it is to be achieved within a 12-month staff college 

course, then four-year degrees like the ones offered to Nigerian and South African 

cadets are preferable to the three-year degree offered in Kenya. If graduates of 

military academies find themselves at a disadvantage at mid-career, there will be 

pressure to upgrade the entry-level qualification.40 

Outside these three exceptional entry-level institutions, command and staff 

colleges for majors with 10 to 15 years of service are the first place we find curricula 

routinely requiring critical thought, reading, research and problem solving beyond 

tactical military situations. These courses are typically either six or ten months long. 

Most staff colleges have cohorts of about 30 to 50 officers. Students attend plenary 

lectures, followed by discussions or group work in syndicates of 8 to 15 officers. 

Syndicates are directed by a lieutenant colonel or colonel who is a graduate of a staff 

college. Officers who are expected to progress in rank compete for positions at 

command and staff colleges. The most successful achieve promotion and continue 

for another 15 to 25 years of service. Because officers attending mid-career staff 

colleges form the backbone of professional military leadership, and frequently 

interact with the armed forces of other states in the region, this is the most important 

group in which to inculcate an understanding of security.  

Staff college curricula provide a common language and planning framework 

to approach security problems.41 Staff colleges typically include three or four major 
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blocks of study. The largest block is usually devoted to conventional military 

operations at formation level (brigade and division) with a focus on the operational 

planning process. This prepares officers to manage logistics, communications, 

combat power and the challenges of command, control and intelligence in scenarios 

with an enemy. The basic skills are applicable to any scenario, and shorter blocks 

typically address peacekeeping, aid to civilian authorities (e.g. disaster response) and 

operations other than war (including internal security, anti-poaching operations and 

counter-insurgency in some countries).42 From discussions with instructors and 

graduates of African staff colleges, there appears to be a significant amount of local 

innovation in modules on peacekeeping operations, operations other than war, and 

support to government authorities. This builds on the career experiences of senior 

officers in the directing staff.43  

Staff college libraries are potentially important as repositories of knowledge. 

A typical staff college library may have five to ten thousand volumes on general 

subjects, with a preponderance of material on international relations, strategic 

studies and conflict. Even when staff colleges are associated with civilian 

universities that have large libraries (as in Kenya, Botswana and Namibia), students 

are pressed for time, and do not spend much time away from the staff college 

campus. Electronic solutions are imperfect because of download speeds and device 

limitations. In most countries, reading lists and acquisitions are influenced by the 

United Kingdom and the United States, and by France in la Francophonie. 

EBSCOhost, MERLN and Columbia International Affairs Online (CIAO) are 

electronic resources common to many military institutional libraries, although their 

use varies widely. 

Unpublished studies, papers and doctrine manuals (also called ‘grey 

literature’) are not widely catalogued.44 Archival and primary sources from 

operations are not routinely collected or retained in most African institutions. Some 

participating officers lamented their own institutional amnesia, but few saw it as a 

major issue, because they tended to focus on knowledge acquired abroad. As staff 

colleges begin to require students to produce major research papers, and as they seek 

university accreditation for staff college courses, there is a nascent move to retain 

student papers. This is the beginning of a new body of knowledge developed by 

indigenous professionals. Grey literature is increasingly important in professional 

education in other professions like medicine.45 

Thought processes inculcated in mid-career officers are remarkably 

consistent across national boundaries, drawing on American and NATO doctrine for 

military operations. India, Pakistan and even China teach in English and use 

recognisable NATO models and vocabulary in their command and staff courses 
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open to African students. French influence presents some barriers to interoperability, 

according to francophone officers interviewed. These barriers arise from different 

terminology and staff procedures. Several countries relying on French materials 

have begun to diversify their sources to improve graduates’ capacity to work with 

regional forces using NATO standards. Officers from Mali and Benin, for example, 

cited the advantage of the Indian Staff College, because this makes it easier to work 

with UN staffs.46 

A small number of senior officers go on to some form of year-long national 

defence college or senior officer course for generals and admirals. Each year, one or 

two officers go overseas to traditional providers – the United Kingdom, France and 

the United States. The most numerous opportunities for senior officers to attend long 

courses in English are offered by China. These include brigade commanders’ 

courses, air operations courses, and national war college courses.47 Tanzania, 

Namibia, Zimbabwe, Uganda, Ethiopia, Ghana (and perhaps other countries) 

periodically offer general officer seminars or short courses for senior officers.48 

Sometimes these have a specific focus, such as law of war or peacekeeping 

operations, and they are often sponsored or supported by foreign governments or 

international organisations. Only three countries in Africa provide their own national 

defence college courses: Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa. These courses are well 

established, and attract participants and instructors from other countries. 

Senior officer curricula from Nigeria and South Africa demonstrate 

innovative thinking. In Nigeria, the curriculum includes discussion and original 

research on economics, agricultural and industrial policy, demographics and 

international law. Senior police, diplomats and other government officials often 

participate in this final stage of senior leader development.49  

Prospects for security education 

Given the general patterns of security education in Africa, what are the 

prospects for improving regional security communities through professional 

education? We need to consider which services and what stage of career education 

are likely to have an effect on thinking about regional security.  

Police and gendarme mandates are most directly concerned with community 

safety and the preservation of order affecting human security, but are less involved 

in national and regional security questions. They are less likely to be engaged 

internationally, and often have only short courses at mid-career. Our attention is 

drawn to military institutions because military officers are most likely to be educated 

in their own schools with lengthy mid-career courses, and more likely to have 
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international connections through their profession. Police and gendarme officers are 

more likely to be locally focused, and military educational institutions are more 

likely to have or to aspire to university credentials.50 

Within the spectrum of military education, senior officer courses might seem 

the logical place to influence security thinking, because we find influential senior 

officers and civilian leaders in these courses. However, this potential may be 

illusory. The most influential officers may be too busy to take time off for senior 

courses. If the programme of studies is longer than a few months or held in a foreign 

country, senior officers may suffer career disadvantage by attending.51 Many of the 

participants will be close to retirement, and may hold only one or two more posts in 

their careers. The main value of networking may be post-retirement advantage.52  

The constraints of police, gendarmes, entry-level and senior military 

education all direct us towards mid-career military staff colleges as the most useful 

venues for building communities of educated professionals capable of enhancing 

security across national boundaries. Knowing the institutions that are most likely to 

be central to this process, we can now focus on identifying the countries within 

which these institutions might have the most potential.  

Patterns of police, gendarme and military education in Africa, influenced by 

colonial experiences, bear strong resemblances to other regions. However, Africa as 

a whole is comparatively under-serviced by education and training institutions. Only 

five out of 39 military institutions and none of the 30 police institutions identified in 

sub-Saharan Africa offer university degrees or have established research 

programmes.53 Large, wealthy countries (measured by population and GDP) have 

sufficient educational institutions and high budgets for security.54  

In addition to size and wealth, we can use citable documents as a proxy for 

universities and other intellectual infrastructure.55 Note that these are citable 

documents in all fields, and they are being used only to indicate potential for 

generating knowledge in a variety of different academic fields related to security.56 

Beyond size, wealth and citable documents, we are looking for indicators that a state 

could play a leading role in the development of new security knowledge within a 

region. We used seven questions to assess institutional importance in security 

education, summarised in Table 1, in the lettered columns:  

A. Is a bachelor’s degree offered or required at entry level? This demonstrates 

the requirement for and appreciation of critical thinking in junior officers. 

B. Is a master’s degree offered at mid-career level? This indicates a 

requirement for professional officers to research and write. 
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C. Is senior officer education conducted in the country? Tertiary professional 

education often attracts civilian and international participants. 

D. Is the country a regular participant in staff college networks (for example, 

the African Conference of Commandants)? This is an indicator of 

international engagement (autistic states do not participate). 

E. Are one or more regional centres located in the capital? (For example, the 

African Peace and Security Architecture [APSA] peace support training 

institutions). This is a two-way gate for international engagement.  

F. Are there research centres associated with security education? This 

indicates production of indigenous security knowledge. 

G. Does the country export instructors’ or officers’ curricula to other 

countries? This is another indicator of international engagement.  

In the table, Y indicates yes, and P indicates potential or possible (i.e. there is 

some evidence that the condition has been met, or is in progress).  The countries 

most likely to be perceived as regional hubs appear in bold. 

An additional three factors were considered because of their capacity to 

diminish a state’s institutional potential (the last three columns in the table): 

X. If the country is internally unstable or a pariah within the region, then it 

will have limited influence with its neighbours. 

Y. If the country is in conflict with neighbours in the same region, then it will 

be difficult for it to share educational influences. 

Z. If the country is undemocratic or corrupt according to international 

indicators (we have used Freedom House 2011, P for partly free), then we 

surmise that it will have less influence. 

Using all the indicators in the table, South Africa, Nigeria and Kenya stand out 

as the obvious hubs both for the continent and within three of the four APSA 

regions, with Cameroon a dubious hub for the fourth. The seven questions and the 

three constraints line up fairly consistently with the largest and wealthiest states in 

each region.  

The number of citable documents (cit(k)) produced in a country is an 

important indicator. Peer-reviewed articles emerge from universities, laboratories 

and libraries connected to the larger world of scholarship. The figure used in the 

table for citable documents is the total reported for 1996 to 2012, and the ability to 

produce a stream of citable documents over a prolonged period demonstrates 

capacity to generate useful knowledge, whether or not this is harnessed to support 

security. Whether or not military and police academies and staff colleges are 
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State Pop 

(M) 

GDP 

($B) 

Cit(k

) 

A B C D E F G X Y Z 

   EAST (EASBRICOM) 

Burundi 6.7 .7 .2    Y      P 

Djibouti .7 .6 .1     Y     X 

Eritrea 3.7 .6 .4         X X 

Ethiopia 65.8 8.2 7.8   Y  Y    X X 

Kenya 31.3 12.6 16  Y Y Y Y Y Y  X P 

Rwanda 8.2 1.7 .8     P    X X 

Somalia 7.1 ** 0        X X X 

Sudan 33.3 12.4 3.8        X X X 

Uganda 24.7 5.9 7  P  Y     X P 

   CENTRAL (ECCAS) 

Angola (also 

SADC) 
13.9 9.1 .4          X 

Cameroon 15.9 10.1 7.3   P  P     X 

Central 

African 

Republic 

(CAR) 

3.9 1 .3          P 

Chad 8.5 1.4 .3        X X X 

Congo-

Brazzaville 

3.2 3.2 1.9          X 

Democratic 

Republic of 

50.7 4.3 .3        X X X 
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State Pop 

(M) 

GDP 

($B) 

Cit(k

) 

A B C D E F G X Y Z 

the Congo 

(DRC) 

Equatorial 

Guinea 

.4 1.3 .4        X  X 

Gabon 1.2 5.1 1.4          X 

Sao Tome 

Principe 

.1 ** 0           

   WEST (ECOWAS) 

Benin 7.2 2.3 2.5           

Burkina Faso 11.9 2.6 3.3          P 

Cape Verde .5 .5 0           

Côte d’Ivoire 17 10.4 3.6        X X X 

Gambia 1.4 .4 1.4          P 

Ghana 20.1 5 6.6    Y Y Y P    

Guinea 

Bissau 

1.4 .2 .3          P 

Liberia 3.1 .6 .1          P 

Mali 10 2.4 1.7           

Niger 11.1 1.8 1.2          P 

Nigeria 124 46 40 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y   P 

Senegal 10.3 4.7 4.8    Y Y Y Y   P 

Sierra Leone 4.5 0.6 .3    Y      P 

Togo 5.4 1.3 .9          P 

   SOUTH (SADC) 

Angola (also 13.9 9.1 .4          X 
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State Pop 

(M) 

GDP 

($B) 

Cit(k

) 

A B C D E F G X Y Z 

ECCAS) 

Botswana  1.7 6.2 3.3 Y57 Y  Y Y P Y    

Lesotho 1.9 .9 .3          P 

Madagascar 16.2 3.9 2.2          P 

Malawi 11.6 1.7 3.2          P 

Mauritius 1.2 4.5 1.4           

Mozambique 18.2 4.2 1.5          P 

Namibia 1.9 3.4 1.4           

Republic of 

South Africa 

(RSA) 

44 132.9 118  Y Y Y Y Y  P   

Swaziland 1 1.4 .7          X 

Tanzania 33.8 9.1 7.7  Y Y Y Y Y Y   P 

Zambia 10.5 3.2 2.5    Y      P 

Zimbabwe 12.7 7.4 5  Y P Y Y Y    X 

 

Table 1: Most active states in regional security education58 
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producing peer-reviewed publications, their faculty and students will have more 

access to emerging knowledge in countries with better universities, libraries and 

laboratories. 

SCImago also reports annual figures from 1996–2012, and these can be used 

to indicate trends at continental and regional level. All four hubs show some growth 

in citable documents, with South Africa and Nigeria strongest. The second tier 

within each region is also instructive. In the Economic Community of West African 

States (ECOWAS), Nigeria is followed at some distance by Ghana and Senegal, 

both showing modest growth in citable documents since 1996. Nigeria dropped in 

2012 but is still well ahead of Ghana. The Southern African Development 

Community (SADC) shows little competition, with Tanzania, Botswana and 

Zimbabwe (all well behind South Africa) showing low growth. The Eastern Africa 

Standby Brigade Coordination Mechanism (EASBRICOM) is more interesting. 

Ethiopia and Uganda have both paralleled Kenya’s growth, and with Kenya’s dip in 

2012, Ethiopia is closing the gap. In the Economic Community of Central African 

States (ECCAS), Congo and Gabon are both well behind Cameroon, and showing 

only intermittent growth. In each of the four regions, even ECCAS, there is a clear 

leader in the production of new knowledge indicated by citable documents.59  

 

Figure 1: Citable documents (vertical axis) for regional leaders, 1996–2012 

Size does not have to be the determining factor in intellectual leadership. 

Until 2000, Singapore had a clear lead in citable documents amongst Southeast 
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Asian countries; Malaysia’s concerted national policy focusing on education 

allowed it to surpass Singapore and continue to be the largest producer of citable 

documents in the region – well ahead of the largest country in the region, 

Indonesia.60 Size, wealth and effective governance mark today’s hubs in Africa, but 

the Asian example demonstrates that small but well-governed countries like 

Botswana, Ghana and Senegal also have regional leadership potential.  

Education and regional security complexes 

Educational research has identified the strategy of establishing a regional 

hub to gain a competitive advantage in higher education and knowledge industries.61 

This might be construed as a fad or branding exercise, but it is also true that 

collocation and cross-border interaction engender innovation and collaboration.62 

Mid-career military staff colleges in countries with the greatest potential to act as 

regional hubs may be the best focal points for building regional security 

communities. This would not be true if the countries were focused on competitive 

pursuit of national interest at the expense of neighbouring states. However, our 

interviews have identified at least four mechanisms that shape the way in which 

security institutions might contribute to cooperative regional security. First, the 

African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA) provides career incentives for 

regional cooperation, and continental initiatives like the African Conference of 

Commandants (ACOC) reinforce them. Second, security innovation within regions 

seems to be collaborative rather than competitive. Third, regional training centres for 

peace support operations provide useful interchange on the superordinate goal of 

peace operations. Finally, pursuit of career objectives within a national context is 

helped by links to universities and think-tanks with international connections. 

The APSA was established in 2002, and the African Union Peace and 

Security Department (AUPSD) commissioned an assessment report in 2010 under 

the leadership of Lieutenant General (retired) Louis Matshwenyego Fisher of 

Botswana.63 The regional economic communities that make up the African Union 

(AU) form the framework for a continental early warning system. Regional brigades 

contribute to regional components of an African Standby Force (ASF), each element 

of which is assessed by international teams.64 Senior officers acknowledged that 

there is some reluctance to criticise; nevertheless, the pressure to meet international 

expectations has helped to raise professional standards. Staff colleges bear the brunt 

of preparing officers to meet these planning targets. 

The SADC provides a framework for regional security cooperation in 

southern Africa, including five sectors within which mid-ranking to senior officers 
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can find interesting and rewarding career opportunities. Regional security and 

defence coordination, state security, public security and cross-border police 

coordination together regularly engage hundreds of officers from each of the SADC 

countries.65 As these sectors evolve, there are opportunities for regional travel. Sub-

committees and working groups meet regularly on defence intelligence, maritime 

coordination and anti-piracy, aviation, military health, chaplains’ work, and logistics 

harmonisation for regional operations. Participants are almost always staff college 

graduates, and have often met each other on exchanges and regional exercises before 

they work together in committees. Staff colleges also serve as the main vehicles for 

organising regional exercises, and regularly host diplomatic and political figures 

from states in the region as part of the regional exercises.66 

A common language enhances cooperation. The working language for 

international exchanges is almost universally English, except within la 

francophonie. Francophone officers in West Africa are expected to be bilingual. In 

east Africa, an innovation spurred by multinational peace operations is to encourage 

soldiers to communicate in Swahili or Kinyarwanda as a common ‘soldiers’ 

language’ for the regional ASF. The language of instruction in almost all senior 

courses outside la francophonie is English, and operations orders and instructions 

are generally written in English, making regional cooperation easier.67 

The 2012 meeting of the African Conference of Commandants (ACOC) 

addressed the role of staff colleges in preparing officers to meet emerging security 

challenges.68 After plenary presentations, four panels addressed emerging security 

challenges, the role of military education in meeting those challenges, strengthening 

professional development through cooperation, and curriculum harmonisation. The 

first panel identified the importance of good governance and leadership in managing 

emerging threats and the need for forward-looking studies and adjustments to 

available modules to meet the needs of specific countries. The panel on military 

education recommended more awareness of external environments, adaptability, and 

better decision-making, hinging on higher education. To improve professional 

development through cooperation, the third panel recommended broadening ACOC 

membership to higher and lower educational institutions, and expanding exchange 

programmes. Finally, the panel on harmonisation revealed some ambivalence. 

Although harmonisation and interoperability are written into the ACOC constitution 

(mirroring the language of NATO’s Conference of Commandants), the discussion 

suggested members “evaluate/confirm the need for and interest in a harmonised 

curriculum”. However, it also recognised “a need to develop a unified curriculum 

for an ASF response to operations other than war, and also to work on exercise 

scenarios as a way of enhancing and advancing harmonization efforts”.69 The ACOC 
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deliberations demonstrate the potential for regional cooperation building on mid-

career staff colleges, particularly when focused on superordinate goals like 

peacekeeping and humanitarian operations.  

This leads us to the second mechanism reinforcing regional security 

communities, namely collaborative innovation. Institutional development within the 

AU tends to reinforce regional communities because it requires military, police and 

diplomatic leaders to work together over time, and gives them incentives to do so. 

This is evident in the way that national institutions like staff colleges respond to 

regional processes like SADC policy development. Committee reports from the 

working level are brought to summits, which approve them for implementation. 

There is typically a two- to three-year cycle for new policies on issues like logistics 

standards, cross-border movement, or command and control for regional exercises. 

Action plans developed by staff in response to these policies are disseminated to 

SADC member states. Those affecting military forces are picked up by ministries of 

defence, and eventually flow down to staff colleges. Under the pressure of preparing 

for regional exercises, the cycle can be reduced to a single year, requiring a lot of 

communication at the working level.70  

Innovation also involves universities with regional and international 

connections. Both national and regional staffs sometimes fund universities to 

address security-related questions, such as the effect of the 2008 financial crisis on 

regional security, but several participating officers expressed frustration that the 

results are often too academic to be useful (a familiar complaint on other continents 

as well). Cooperation with faculty at civilian universities seems to be increasing, 

with new initiatives by staff colleges and academies in Kenya, Ghana, Namibia, 

Tanzania and Botswana, and continuing collaborations in South Africa and 

Nigeria.71 Partnership with civilian universities to offer bachelor’s degrees at the 

entry level or master’s degrees at mid-career staff colleges is widespread in other 

parts of the world, and catching on in Africa. The South African Military Academy 

offers a BA degree through Stellenbosch, and the Defence Command and Staff 

College of Botswana offers an MA degree through the University of Botswana. 

Curriculum development with civilian universities is always a meeting of cultures, 

as universities insist on academic rigour, and staff colleges plead for professional 

relevance. Academic staff visits have helped to provide external benchmarks, and 

the ACOC has supported the process.72  

Field experience is another source of collaborative innovation. The results of 

exercises and multinational operations accumulate as ‘lessons learned’ in regional 

centres and national headquarters, and are transmitted through instructors and 

individual participants in short courses, exercises or staff college courses. Few 
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African countries have mature doctrine-development processes, so the most 

common vehicle for formalising these insights is presentations at staff colleges.73 A 

drawback is that the lifespan of an insight might be limited to the posting cycle of 

staff college instructors – two or three years.  

Extra-continental influences can overshadow collaborative innovation within 

regions, but this may be changing. In police, gendarme as well as military training 

and education, there is still a lot of overseas influence: written materials, doctrine, 

vocabulary, organisations and processes are more likely to originate in Europe or 

North America than in Africa. Part of the explanation is technical. As long as 

equipment comes from abroad, manuals and technical instruction must also be 

imported.74 However, doctrine is different. Participating officers from major to 

general lamented the lack of reflection on indigenous experience: “we haven’t 

learned from our own experiences yet”, “There is no after action report on the 

Uganda–Tanzania war”, “There is very little reflection on our own experiences.” 

This has begun to change in the last four or five years, as staff college students are 

expected to write original and professionally relevant articles. Majors at the 

Botswana Defence College discussed writing articles on China’s influence, the 

effect of the 2008 crash on African economic development, African states’ role in 

peacekeeping, and foreign encroachment on maritime resources. As these studies 

accumulate in staff college libraries, they become the footnotes for future security 

thinking. 

The third mechanism reinforcing regional security communities is the role of 

regional centres. Regional peace support training centres help to bring international 

learning into the regions, because UN and bilateral programmes support them with 

material and international instructors. They are inherently collaborative. Short 

courses of five to ten days often involve officers of 10 or more countries, who take 

comprehensive instruction packages back to national schools and staff colleges.75 In 

turn, staff colleges contribute material to peace support training centres by sharing 

instructors and experienced retired officers. Because of this two-way traffic, regional 

centres are potential hotbeds of innovation, but do not always preserve material well, 

nor are they equipped to evaluate new knowledge, except through the experience of 

participants.  

The strengths, but also the weaknesses, of centres relying on foreign funding 

are evident in an example. The Southern African Defence and Security Management 

Network (SADSEM) was established with the support of the Danish International 

Development Agency (DANIDA) to provide courses on civil–military relations, 

defence and security management, security sector governance, and managerial 

oversight of the security sector in collaboration with a network of police colleges 
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and teaching institutions. When the funding stopped in 2008, there was no repository 

for the course material, thus no potential to continue the courses, even when local 

resources became available.76 

Lack of consistent funding also undermines the African Peace Support 

Trainers Association (APSTA). The number and quality of courses offered by 

centres are limited by international funding. The SADC Regional Peacekeeping 

Training Centre in Harare, for example, puts on only eight courses a year in 

Zimbabwe’s current isolation, while the Nairobi Centre manages 22. The Nairobi 

centre and the Kofi Anan International Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC) in 

Ghana are part of an international network, but other African centres are not.77 

Because the centres run short courses in a variety of locations, they tend not to be 

repositories of knowledge. They have no substantial libraries, do not collect data 

regularly, nor do they make consistent research contributions, although several have 

periodical or occasional publications. KAIPTC is an exception, offering master’s 

degrees in Conflict, Peace and Security, and in Gender, Peace and Security in 

cooperation with the Ghana Institute of Management and Public Administration.78 

The experience of regional centres and short courses reinforces the argument 

that broadening the role and engagement of mid-career staff colleges might be a 

more effective way of enhancing regional security complexes. Co-locating peace 

support training centres with staff colleges would be an obvious step in this 

direction. 

The fourth mechanism enhancing regional security communities is the 

pursuit of career advantage by senior officers. Regional centres contribute material 

to staff colleges, which helps to internationalise colleges’ outlook and perspective on 

regional problems. As officers advance, they seek career opportunities in security 

beyond retirement, often in universities and think-tanks with an international 

perspective. Privately funded think-tanks like Chatham House, the Royal United 

Services Institute (RUSI), or Foreign Policy, have few analogues in Africa, but there 

is a demand for them by senior leaders seeking employment, who find the 

constraints of publicly funded universities too limiting.79 The Institute for Security 

Studies (ISS) is based in South Africa, but now has offices in Nairobi, Dakar and 

Addis Ababa as well as Pretoria and Cape Town. 

Foreign funding for think-tanks and institutes of strategic studies with a 

policy focus might support regional integration, but it might also support strategic 

competition. The problem is that more funds and prestige may be available from 

connections with Washington or Beijing than from connections with Dodoma or 

Windhoek, and this might shape thinking on regional security issues. The prospects 
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for regional security communities are affected by national and inter-regional 

dynamics, and by the overlay and penetration of African security complexes by 

multilateral and bilateral influences. Some of these influences may emerge as 

barriers to regional human security communities. 

Conclusions 

Drawing on a larger global study, we have summarised general patterns of 

police, gendarme and military education in sub-Saharan Africa, and suggested the 

prospects for regional collaboration around potential hubs for security education.  

Investing in mid-career staff colleges and the critical thinking skills of 

higher education might help to support the emergence of communities of security 

professionals in the service of regional security communities. Linking regional 

centres, civilian universities and research programmes to institutions for higher 

professional education might create the new knowledge necessary to address 

emerging security challenges. That knowledge can be generated within African 

institutions, rather than in foreign centres remote from African realities.  

We have not explored the content and influence of security education in 

Africa. That remains a goal for the Global Security Education Project. Who is 

learning what? Are security leaders only learning to fight wars and suppress 

domestic threats, or are they learning to manage security and prevent violence? Does 

it matter, in the end, what they learn if they are only tools of civilian leaders or 

prisoners of a strategic dilemma? Can we educate professional managers of violence 

to construct collaborative solutions to the security dilemmas of the future? That is 

the challenge facing today’s educators, in Africa, as on other continents. 
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